We present a model for the photoevaporation of circumstellar disks or dense clumps of gas by an external source of ultraviolet radiation. Our model includes the thermal and dynamic e †ects of 6È13.6 eV far-ultraviolet (FUV) Close cm) to h1 Ori C, the ionizing EUV photon Ñux controls the mass-loss rate, and the (d [ 1017 ionization front (IF) is approximately coincident with the disk surface. Gas evaporated from the cold disk moves subsonically through a relatively thin photodissociation region (PDR) dominated by FUV photons and heated to D1000 K. As the distance from h1 Ori C increases, the Lyman continuum Ñux declines, the PDR thickens, and the IF moves away from the disk surface. At d D 3 ] 1017 cm, the thickness of the PDR becomes comparable to the disk radius. Between 3 ] 1017 cm, spherical cm [ d [ 1018 divergence and the resultant pressure gradient in the 103 K PDR forms a mildly supersonic (D3È6k m s1) but neutral Parker wind. This wind Ñows outward until it passes through a shock, beyond which gas moves subsonically through a stationary D-type IF. The IF is moved away from the disk surface to a stando † distance
ABSTRACT
We present a model for the photoevaporation of circumstellar disks or dense clumps of gas by an external source of ultraviolet radiation. Our model includes the thermal and dynamic e †ects of 6È13.6 eV far-ultraviolet (FUV) photons and Lyman continuum EUV photons incident upon disks or clumps idealized as spheres of radius and enclosed mass For sufficiently large values of the radiation r d M * . r d /M * , Ðeld evaporates the surface gas and dust. Analytical and numerical approximations to the resulting Ñows are presented ; the model depends on the Ñux of FUV and EUV photons, and the column r d
, M * , density of neutral gas heated by FUV photons to high temperatures. Application of this model shows that the circumstellar disks cm) in the Orion Nebula ("" proplyds ÏÏ) are rapidly destroyed (r d D 1014È1015 by the external UV radiation Ðeld.
Close cm) to h1 Ori C, the ionizing EUV photon Ñux controls the mass-loss rate, and the (d [ 1017 ionization front (IF) is approximately coincident with the disk surface. Gas evaporated from the cold disk moves subsonically through a relatively thin photodissociation region (PDR) dominated by FUV photons and heated to D1000 K. As the distance from h1 Ori C increases, the Lyman continuum Ñux declines, the PDR thickens, and the IF moves away from the disk surface. At d D 3 ] 1017 cm, the thickness of the PDR becomes comparable to the disk radius. Between 3 ] 1017 cm, spherical cm [ d [ 1018 divergence and the resultant pressure gradient in the 103 K PDR forms a mildly supersonic (D3È6k m s1) but neutral Parker wind. This wind Ñows outward until it passes through a shock, beyond which gas moves subsonically through a stationary D-type IF. The IF is moved away from the disk surface to a stando † distance
In this regime, the mass-loss rate is determined by the incident FUV r IF Z 2.5r d . photon Ñux and not the ionizing Ñux. However, at very large distances, cm, the FUV photon d Z 1018 Ñux drops to values that cannot maintain the disk surface temperature at D103 K. As the PDR temperature drops, the pressure of the FUV-powered Ñow declines with increasing distance from h1 Ori C, and again the EUV ionizing photons can penetrate close to the disk surface and dominate the evaporation rate.
Radio The quest for protoÈplanetary disks and clues about the formation of planets has been a major goal of star formation research. The Hubble Space T elescope (HST ) has provided compelling evidence for disks around low-mass young stars in the spectacular images of the Orion Nebula Wen, & Hu & Wen et al. (OÏDell, 1993 ; OÏDell 1994 ; Bally hereafter Paper I). These pictures show about a half1998c, dozen disks in silhouette against the background light of the Nebula with sizes ranging from 25 to 500 AU, the expected size of protoÈplanetary disks surrounding young low-mass stars. Furthermore, more than 100 other young stars are surrounded by ionized envelopes with comparable dimensions. There is growing evidence that these stars are also surrounded by circumstellar and possibly protoÈ planetary disks.
The Trapezium is part of the youngest subgroup (Id) of the Orion OB association. The Trapezium lies about 10È50 pc behind the 3È7 Myr old Ic subgroup ("" OrionÏs Sword ÏÏ), which in turn lies about 3¡ south of the older still (5È10 Myr old) Ib subgroup ("" OrionÏs Belt ÏÏ), which lies south of the dispersed and oldest (10È15 Myr old) Ia subgroup (Blaauw The Trapezium region is illuminated by a 1991 ; Bally 1996) . cluster of four luminous stars whose brightest member, h1 Ori C (spectral type O6ep), is responsible for most of the ionization. Infrared images reveal a rich cluster of over 700 young stars packed into a region with a radius of less than 1 pc and a peak stellar density of 5 ] 104 pc~3 in the central 0.1 pc diameter core & Stau †er The . age of the Trapezium cluster is of order 1 Myr & (Herbig Terndrup et al. 1986 ; Hillenbrand 1997) , determined from Hertzprung-Russell diagrams and evolutionary tracks for the low-mass stars in the cluster. This age estimate is probably an upper limit due to uncertainties in the atmospheric opacities of cool stars and the resulting uncertainties in their preÈmain-sequence evolutionary tracks.
Radio continuum observations et al. (Churchwell 1987 ; Moran, & Reid et al. revealed more Garay, 1987 ; Felli 1993 ) than 50 compact (\200 AU) sources within several arcminutes of the Trapezium. A majority, D60%, have variable, nonthermal spectra and are unresolved. Spread uniformly throughout the cluster, these objects appear similar to photospheric Ñare stars, with gyrosynchrotron emission being the source of the radio Ñux. The other 40% of the compact radio objects are slightly extended thermal emitters clustered tightly around h1 Ori C. The radio emission is thermal bremsstrahlung at a temperature of T D 104 K and peak electron densities cm~3. These radio sources n e D 106 were Ðrst thought to be photoionizing globules but are now recognized to coincide with low-mass members of the Trapezium cluster.
Optical and infrared observations helped to identify the nature of the compact sources.
& Vidal Ðrst Laques (1978) identiÐed six of the brightest objects in narrowband images in the Ha line. Most thermal radio sources are extended in the HST images and contain central stars in the infrared images & Stau †er et al. . Conversely, approximately half of the stars seen in the infrared images of the inner portion of the Trapezium cluster have an extended emission in the HST images.
et al. recognized that the mass-loss Churchwell (1987) rate observed in the ionized gas implies a neutral reservoir that would obscure the embedded stars if the material were distributed spherically. Therefore, the extended radio emission might be produced by the evaporation of circumstellar disks. The electron density in the compact sources, determined from the radio emissivity, is cm~3, which is n e D 106 denser than the surrounding nebula by more than a factor of 100. The resulting overpressure should lead to the expansion of a fully ionized condensation on a dynamical time yr. Therefore, a steady evaporative Ñow from a r/a II D 100 dense neutral reservoir must resupply the material as it expands away. If the material Ñows away at the sound speed in the ionized gas, km s~1, the mass-loss rate, is a II D 10 M 0 , estimated to be D10~7 yr~1 for an object of typical M _ size (200 AU). Maintaining the Ñow over the D1 Myr lifetime of the region requires a neutral hydrogen reservoir mass of which, if distributed spher-
would fully extinguish the central star even at IR wavelengths. Even if the time since Ðrst ionization is only 1%È10% of the cluster lifetime, the reservoirs must be stored in a highly Ñattened conÐguration to avoid obscuration of the central stars. Since most extended radio and optical sources have central stars visible in near-IR images, severe constraints are placed on the axial ratio of the neutral hydrogen envelope, which strongly suggests that the material is conÐned to a disk. et al. resolved the shapes of the extended OÏDell (1993) ionized envelopes with the subarcsecond resolution provided by HST . Most sources appear cometary with a bright head facing h1 Ori C and elongated tail extending away from the illuminating star. A few sources point toward a second ionizing source, h2 Ori A. OÏDell et al. introduced the term "" proplyds ÏÏ as a descriptive name for these objects, believing that they were externally illuminated protoplanetary disks (i.e., PROtoPLanetarY DiskS).
During the Early Release Observations program after the Ðrst HST servicing mission, & Wen again OÏDell (1994) imaged the Trapezium region. With the enhanced resolution available after the repair mission, 26 new extended sources were discovered, bringing the total number of extended radio and optical objects to over 50. A number of dark silhouettes seen against the bright nebular background were also found. Central stars are visible in the middle of several elliptical objects, suggesting nearly face-on opaque circumstellar disks. Others appear as elongated shapes with nearly constant width and do not contain central stars, even in near-IR images. These may be optically thick disks seen edge-on so that they completely hide their central stars.
Recent HST observations have revealed about 150 young stellar objects (YSOs) 1996 ; OÏDell 1996) . pure dark silhouettes either lie sufficiently far from h1 Ori C in a region where the Ñux of ionizing radiation is so low that the emission measure of the IF is lower than that of the nebular background or lie completely outside the Stromgren sphere past the near-side ionization front that caps the Orion Nebula (the so-called "" neutral lid ÏÏ). About 30% of the bright externally illuminated young stellar environments contain dark silhouettes at their centers (see Paper I). The disks seen in silhouette have sharp outer edges, indicating an abrupt decrease in their surface density, which is not consistent with a radial power law with an exponent in the range [0.75 to [1.5 & (McCaughrean OÏDell 1996) .
Ground-based adaptive optics observations et al.
combined with the earlier radio (McCullough 1995) data reveal that the size of the extended ionized objects scale as where d is the distance from the illumir IF P d2@3, nating source. If the mass-loss mechanism is initiated by photoionization at the disk surface and the disk size is constant, then the observed size should be constant since the ionization front should be coincident with the disk. The mass-loss rate should decrease with distance as the Lyman continuum Ñux rate diminishes, leading to which M 0 P d~1, contradicts the data. As recognized by McCullough, a constant mass-loss rate produces exactly the size versus distance relation observed. In this model, neutral material Ñows away from the underlying disk until it reaches the Vol. 499 ionization front at a stando † distance, that is r IF P d2@3, dependent on the incident UV Ñux. McCullough proposed that photodissociation of molecular hydrogen at the disk surface was the driving mechanism for the constant massloss rate but did not elaborate the model further. Johnstone, & Hollenbach et al. Shu, (1993) , Hollenbach and investigated circumstellar disk (1994) , Johnstone (1995) evaporation produced by the Lyman continuum (EUV) Ñux of the star embedded within the disk. The standard model for disk destruction requires EUV Lyman continuum photons from the central star to ionize and heat the disk surface to temperatures T D 104, producing an evaporative Ñow in the outer disk. Close to the center of the disk, the gravitational potential of the star conÐnes the heated gas, producing a hydrostatic disk atmosphere. Beyond a critical distance, at which the sound speed in the ionized gas r g , roughly equals the escape velocity from the system, the heated material is no longer bound by gravity and escapes as a thermal disk wind. For young high-mass stars, photoevaporation of the circumstellar disk is an efficient destruction mechanism, resulting in mass-loss rates M 0 D 10~5M _ yr~1 and producing ultracompact H II regions (Hollenbach et al. The photoevaporative disk 1994 ; Johnstone 1995) . destruction rate decreases dramatically with decreasing stellar mass because low-mass stars produce few ionizing EUV photons. For low-mass protostars, to M 0 D (10~9 10~10)y r1. Nevertheless, the extended lifetime of M _ these star-disk systems allows a signiÐcant amount of the disk material to be evaporated, with possible consequences for the hydrogen content of outer giant planets et al. (Shu 1993 ; Johnstone 1995) .
The external radiation Ðeld in the Orion Nebula evaporates circumstellar disks much faster than the radiation Ðeld of the low-mass star within each disk. Treatment of disk destruction by external sources requires a di †erent geometry and theoretical approach. Despite this, some of the essential features of the older work, such as the concept of a critical radius, remain valid. An upper bound on the r g , lifetime of the bright extended sources in the Orion Nebula is provided by the age of the Trapezium region, yr. t T [ 106 Once ionizing radiation from the high-mass stars invaded the parent cloud, star formation would have been e †ectively halted. Thus, the age of the Orion Nebula must be less than the median age of the low-mass stars contained within. h1 Ori C shows peculiarities that may be an indication of extreme youth (see et al. which implies that an Gagne 1997), ionization age as low as t D 104 yr is not ruled out. Throughout this paper, we settle on an ionization time of yr as an estimate of the evaporation age of the t i \ 105 circumstellar disks in the Orion Nebula.
In this paper, we present a general model for EUV and far-ultraviolet (FUV) photoevaporation of disks and clumps and apply the model to the proplyds in the Orion Nebula. describes the theoretical model for evapoSection 2 ration of disks/clumps by an external source of FUV (6 eV \ hl\13.6 eV) and EUV Lyman continuum photons. In the model is calibrated using the star-disk system°3, HST 182[413 (HST 10) and the results used to compute disk parameters for the ensemble of extended sources in the Trapezium cluster. We use the model to estimate disk sizes, mass-loss rates, surface densities, and disk masses and compare these results with other estimates of disk properties. Finally, in we summarize the results and present°4 conclusions. ). heated neutral gas moves subsonically through this thin layer toward the IF, and the mass-loss rate is controlled by the EUV-induced ionization rate.
In FUV-dominated Ñows, the thermal pressure at the disk surface is determined by the FUV heating. The warm neutral gas expands and is launched from the surface of the disk as a thermal wind. The supersonic wind pushes the IF away from the disk surface. The mass-loss rate is determined by the PDR temperature, the FUV Ñux, and the FUV dust opacity. The mass-loss rate is a weak function of the FUV Ñux for since the PDR temperature G 0 D 104È106, does not strongly depend on in this range. G 0 While the geometry near the disk produces an initially cylindrical Ñow, the pressure gradient reorients this wind into a spherical Ñow that is accelerated by the radial pressure gradient into a Parker wind.
shows schemati- Figure 1 cally the shape of the streamlines expected for either EUVor FUV-heated disk winds. In our models, we assume spherical "" disks ÏÏ of radius illuminated by external r d sources of EUV and FUV photons. Note that the outer disk edge is at and the Ñow is cut o † at an inner radius, by r d , r g , gravity.
The the neutral medium, the Ñow velocity is restricted to be subsonic (D-type) on the neutral side of the boundary. With km s~1 in the D1000 K neutral gas and km a I D 3 a II D 10 s~1 in the ionized gas, the neutral gas Ñows into the IF with a velocity km s~1. v IF D 0.5 In the case of EUV-dominated Ñows where the PDR region is thin, the PDR Ñow is everywhere subsonic, which allows the thermal pressure to equilibrate and produces approximately constant density gas in the nearly isothermal PDR. To conserve mass Ñux, and declines to 0.5 v I P r~2 km s~1 as r increases from to However, in the case of r d r IF . FUV-dominated Ñows, the PDR Ñow is initially v I D a I D 3 km s~1, and pressure gradients increase the Ñow velocity to supersonic values, producing a neutral Parker v 0 /a I D 1È2, wind. The neutral gas must then pass through a shock, be decelerated, move subsonically through an isobaric shell where and Ðnally pass through the IF at v I P r~2, v IF D 0.5 km s~1. These solutions are described in detail in°°and 2.2 below.
2.3
For either heating mechanism, an evaporative Ñow can only exist if the thermal pressure exceeds the local gravity. Thus, an evaporative disk wind can exist only beyond a critical radius, Inside the photoheating produces a r g . r g , warm, static disk atmosphere held in place by the gravitational well of the central star. The value of can be estir g mated by balancing the energy required to escape a Keplerian orbit with the thermal energy, resulting in
where a is the sound speed in the gas. Fig. 8 resulting from direct ionization of the disk surface is expected to vary strongly with distance from h1 Ori C. This is not observed. Ionization fronts coincident with the disk surfaces would be expected to yield source sizes proportional to the disk radius. Observations (see show that the°3) ionization front radii increase with distance from h1 Ori C. This is more naturally explained by the increase of the stando † distance of the IF caused by neutral FUV-induced Ñows than by a systematic increase in disk radii with increasing distance from h1 Ori C. However, such a variation may result from the more rapid erosion of the lower surface density outer portions of disks near the UV source.
In the following sections (°°we model the com-2.2È2.4), bined e †ects of EUV and FUV photons and Ðnd two distinct regimes : FUV-dominated and EUV-dominated Ñows.
Analytic T reatment of FUV -Dominated Flows
Neutral wind outÑows can occur only from disks larger than which is roughly 1014 cm for 0.2
Equivalently, the condition can be (eq. [1]). written
In the following, we assume that this minimal condition presents a schematic diagram of a simple holds. Figure 2 model for which analytic solutions may be found that illustrate the structure and parameter dependence of FUVdominated Ñows. Supersonic Ñow at constant speed v 0 (roughly or 3È6kms~1) is assumed to emerge from a 1È2a I , spherical "" disk ÏÏ of radius
The density at the Ñow base r d . is
The density drops as r~2, conserving mass (r \ r d ) n 0 . Ñux, until the neutral wind hits a shock front (SF) at r s . Assuming an isothermal shock, the density jumps by a factor DM2 across the SF, where is the Mach M \ v 0 /a I number. Between the SF and the IF, the PDR Ñow is subsonic and the gas is assumed isobaric and isothermal, so the The column density of the warm PDR gas between the disk surface and the IF is set by the dust opacity, q FUV D 1È3. We take this Ðducial column density to be N D D (1È3) ] 1021 cm~2, dependent on the dust properties and the penetration of sufficient FUV photons to maintain the gas temperature at T D 1000 K & Storzer (Hollenbach 1998 ). The incident ionizing EUV Ñux is mainly absorbed by dust and (recombined) hydrogen atoms in the ionized Ñow, with the rest absorbed by the ionization of matter streaming through a stationary IF at the base of the ionized Ñow & McKee et al. If (Bertoldi 1990 ; Hollenbach 1994) .
is dominated by the column in the diverging supersonic wind, which is dominated by the column at the base,
The mass-loss rate is given by the density at the base and the Ñow speed, or
where is the mean particle mass per hydrogen m I \ 1.35m H atom. This equation can be immediately solved to Ðnd that the mass-loss rate grows in direct proportion to the disk size :
where
is a dimensionless parameter of order unity that subsumes our uncertainty in and and cm.
Provided that the disk is large enough to produce a warm thermal disk wind, and assuming an FUVr d Z 0.5r gI , dominated Ñow, the mass-loss rate is relatively independent of the distance to the UV source, d. However, there is in fact some mass-loss rate dependence on d because the PDR temperature, and hence does depend on distance from v 0 , the photon source, although the dependence is weak for 
where cm3 s~1 is the recombination coefa r \ 2.6 ] 10~13 Ðcient for hydrogen at 104 K, and is the EUV photon ' i luminosity of the UV source s~1 for h1 Ori C).
This equation is valid for or Sub-
where cm, s~1, and shows that as the ionizing Ñux Equation (9) [ f r ' i /(4nd2)] incident on the disk increases, and decrease and r IF r s approach For the narrow range
but the shell dominates r d , the column density and
Combining this equation with yields equation (8) r
or, inserting typical values,
The stando † distance now scales with d2 and decreases sharply as the ionizing Ñux increases. 
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Finally, for sufficiently high incident EUV Ñux, or equivalently for sufficiently small d, the EUV dominates the Ñow, and no shock or supersonic
Ñow exists. We shall treat this case in the next section. Here we note that the criteria for the existence of a shock and an FUV-dominated Ñow can be written, using as equation (12),
Substituting typical values,
can be rewritten equivalently as a condition Equation (14) on the size of a disk or clump that will support FUVdominated Ñows, 1996) . Then the heating criterion transforms to a maximum value of d for FUV-induced Ñows of & Sto rzer will present a detailed Hollenbach (1998) study, utilizing time-dependent PDR codes, of the heating and chemistry in evaporative Ñows in order to more accurately determine the available parameter space for FUVdominated Ñows. In this paper, we shall assume d max \ 1018 cm for the evaporating sources in Orion and utilize the observations to normalize the value of which v/( f r ' 49 )1@2, sets d min .
Analytic T reatment of EUV -Dominated Flows
presents a schematic of the structure of Figure 3 EUV-dominated Ñows. In this case, the Ñow through the PDR is subsonic. For our assumed isothermal conditions, the density, is constant in the PDR. However, to conn I , 
We have seen in that for EUV-°2.2
Ñows. The mass-loss rate through the IF is just
Substituting for and typical values yields
where the factor v contains all of our uncertainties, most importantly those in cm~2 and the Ñow geometry, N D /1021 and is expected to be of order unity. The neutral layer thickness, x, allows for a range of mass-loss rates, increasing without bound as x ] 0. However, there is an additional equation that must be satisÐed : the incident EUV Ñux not absorbed by dust must be able to penetrate to the IF, or
This reduces to a deÐning equation for x :
B1@ 2 . (22) Thus, the EUV sets the pressure that sets x or the PDR density, Note that for x > 1, we obtain n I .
which is the well-known solution for the evaporation of spheres of size by EUV photons, ignoring the e †ects of r d the PDR & McKee The mass-loss rate (Bertoldi 1990) . scales as d~1, unlike the FUV-dominated regime. For x D 1 it is interesting that, although the EUV still determines the pressure, the passive PDR does a †ect the mass-loss rate, increasing it by (1 ] x)2, or of order 4. In this case, the Ðnite size of the PDR signiÐcantly increases the size of the neutral clump being evaporated by the EUV Ñux, leading to higher M 0 . 
where is a constant whose absolute value is determined C 1 through consideration of the column density in the neutral Ñow. Conservation of momentum provides a second constraint which may be written in the form of the Bernoulli equation,
This equation breaks down across shock fronts, since energy and entropy are not conserved. However, we apply isothermal shock jump conditions across and the r s , required Bernoulli equation upstream from the shock can be computed by consideration of the velocity and density jump across the front and the nona †ected equation of continuity (eq. [24]).
Numerical solutions for the Ñow conditions and column density have been computed over a grid of and boundr d r IF ary values. As discussed in the preceding sections, pressure in the ionized Ñow forces the neutral Ñow to slow down before reaching the ionization front. Some of the solutions require a shock to accomplish this. The location of the shock is not arbitrary ; it is Ðxed by the requirement of the jump conditions across the shock front and the Ðxed velocities at and
The simple model employed allows absolur d r IF . tely no freedom in the Ñow parameters, analogous to our analytic solutions described in°°and 2.2 2.3. Three typical solutions to the Ñow through the neutral regions for disks of size are presented in
The velocity is shown (Fig. 4) . to decrease with increasing radius, reaching or v I /a I \ 1 6 , km s~1 at the ionization front. The density remains v I D 0.5 approximately constant, and the column density increases linearly. Model 2 shows the result of a supersonic (Fig. 5) neutral Ñow (FUV-dominated) in which the column density is determined by the shocked neutral layer. The Ñow begins at the sonic velocity and increases with radius, while the density decays until reaching a mild isothermal shock. The shock location is determined by the downstream boundary requirement. After passing through the shock, the velocity decreases, and the density remains approximately constant. The column density in this model is dominated by the dense neutral layer between the shock and the IF. The third model reproduces supersonic neutral Ñow (FUV- (Fig. 6 ) dominated) in which the column density is dominated by brate
The properties of the other observed evaporating N D . disk systems are then computed and discussed in relation to the analytic results of°°and 2.2 2.3.
Shape of the Ionization Front
Along with the perpendicular stando † distance, of the r IF , ionization front, the shape of the ionization front can be computed. The shape of the front hemisphere facing h1 Ori C is calculated utilizing the geometry and coordinate system shown in
In this model, the Ñux of ioniza- Figure 7 . tion radiation arrives plane parallel to the evaporating stardisk system at an impact parameter, y, with respect to the center of evaporation, and this Ñux reaches a perpendicular distance, x, from the disk before being halted.
Assuming that the density in the ionized gas drops as the square of the distance from the center of evaporation (i.e., the Ñow is approximately spherically symmetric), the perpendicular distance, x, to the ionization front satisÐes
where is the electron density at the IF. In the above, x n IIi and y are in units of the stando † distance directly r IF , between the ionization source and the evaporating disk. Thus, when y \ 0, the perpendicular stando † distance is by deÐnition x \ 1, and the integral integrates to Since the 1 3 . left-hand side and the coefficients of the right-hand side are assumed constant for a given evaporating system,
The width of the ionization front is measured at the location of the front where x \ 0. Substituting this into the above integral and solving for the impact parameter reveals y \ 1.3. Thus, the expected ionization front width, at the r w , position of the star and under the assumption of spherically symmetric outÑow should be
This is likely a slight overestimate of the actual width of the ionization front since it neglects the di †use radiation Ðeld of the H II region. We speculate that when comet-like tails are observed, the shape of the ionization front on the "" tail ÏÏ side of the disk FIG. 7 .ÈSchematic diagram for the formation of a hemispherical ionization front and an ionized tail behind each evaporating source. Di †use FUV photons heat the disk surface, producing a neutral Ñow, while di †use EUV photons penetrate deeper with increasing distance along the shadow axis behind the source.
away from h1 Ori C is determined by the di †use EUV radiation Ðeld acting on an FUV-dominated neutral Ñow. The di †use FUV Ðeld initiates a neutral Ñow on the backside of the disk, which is similar to that on the front side, although slightly weaker since the di †use FUV Ñux is weaker than the direct Ñux (but recall that the neutral Ñow is not very sensitive to the FUV Ñux over a signiÐcant range). The di †use FUV Ðeld is caused by dust scattering of FUV as well as the conversion of EUV to FUV via recombinations of hydrogen and helium, with Lya especially signiÐcant. The geometry envisioned is shown in where a shadow- Figure 7 , ed cylinder of radius is pictured behind the disk away r w from h1 Ori C. Let y be the distance from the axis of the cylinder and x be the distance along the cylinder axis. The incident di †use EUV Ñux on this cylinder is created by dust scattering and the recombinations of hydrogen and helium above the cylinder ; roughly one-third of all hydrogen recombinations are to the ground state, leading to an EUV photon. Ignoring dust scattering, the minimum incident di †use EUV Ñux, is then given roughly as F y , F y^n I y , where
where is the electron density in the ambient Orion H II n ea region, and is the y-distance to the edge of the H II region.
y II Let *y be the distance of the IF from the cylinder wall (beyond which direct EUV Ñux dominates the ionization). Then the recombinations in the shadowed region, *y, must balance the di †use incident Ñux, Let be the electron F y . n et density in the ionized portion of the shadowed cylinder. Then
Roughly, where is the electron density n et^new (r w /x)2, n ew at In addition, is of order r w .
(1/3)a r n ew 2 r w f r ' i /(4nd2) (incident Ñux equals recombination rate per unit column in ionized Ñow). Furthermore, the Stro mgren condition and the assumption that where (D1018 c m )i st h e y II D d s , d s Stro mgren radius in the Orion H II region, gives the relation
Therefore,
The tail ends (merges) at when or at x \ x t *y \ r w ,
Since the ratio of the tail length to the bow
is of order 3È6, weakly dependent on d, the x t /r w , distance to h1 Ori C. These results correspond with the observations of the shapes of the tails.
In this interpretation, the tail is entirely due to the e †ect of the di †use EUV radiation Ðeld on the diverging (di †use FUV-driven) photoevaporative Ñow from the backside of the disk. This provides a simple explanation for the shapes of the observed tails and does not require Ñows of material passing from the front hemisphere to the back by the action of winds or radiation pressure.
Evolution and Structure of the Disk
A great deal of information about the disk systems can be acquired assuming that these circumstellar disks follow the expected power-law models used in accretion disk theories and solar nebula models. In particular, the surface density in the disk varies as a power, [a, of the radius,
where is the surface density at the Ðxed location If & 0 r 0 . a[0 and the disk material does not migrate, then as evaporation of the disk surface proceeds, the outer disk will evaporate before the inner region. Over time the disk will shrink and, following either or equation (6) equation (20), the total evaporation rate will also decrease, although the evaporation rate per unit area increases. If a\2, most of the disk mass resides near its outer edge, and knowledge of the evaporation rate, evaporation timescale, and current disk size provide the means to determine the current surface density at the outer disk radius and the present disk mass. Comparing the surface densities measured at the outer radius for an ensemble of disks with a range of sizes, we obtain a measure of a Standard disk proÐles often (°3.3). assume a \ 3/2, and our procedure described below obtains 1 \a\3/2, which satisÐes both of the above constraints.
We have shown that the total mass-loss rate from the disk scales as the disk size, where b \ 3/2 for M 0 d P r d b, EUV-dominated Ñows and b \ 1 for FUV-dominated Ñows. The rate of change of surface density at any instant is constant across the disk (at least between and and r g r d ), therefore For a[0, there is initially less surface & 0 P r d b~2. density at large radii, so the disk radius decreases with time, and increases with time for b\2. Therefore, the surface & 0 density lost in a time is given approximately as t i *&^& 0 t i , where is the current value at time The current disk size, & 0 t i . is given as the place where the surface density lost over r d , time, is equal to the original surface density at 
The equation breaks down for a ] b\2 because the initially inÐnite-sized (and mass) disk evolves too slowly in size for in this case, a Ðnite initial disk size is required for t \ t i ; a solution.
For a[0, the surface density inside of has not been r d strongly a †ected at
The current surface density of the t [ t i . disk as a function of position is just the initial surface density minus the initial surface density at the present disk edge. Therefore, the current mass of the disk is approximately the original disk mass out to corrected for r d , erosion, or
for a\2. 
and
assuming a[1. For EUV-dominated Ñows (b \ 3/2),
assuming a[1 2 . The evolution of the disk size, and the disk mass may M 0 d , also be examined for a ] b[2. For a\2, the mass in a disk of size scales as Using this and
For a \ 3/2 and FUV-dominated Ñows (b \ 1), r d (t) P t~2, and For a \ 3/2 and EUV-dominated
. When the Trapezium system was only 10% of its present age, the disks were 3È10 times more massive and 10È100 times larger in radius if a \ 3/2 over this radial range. Although the use of a power-law surface density with a \ 3/2 requires an inÐnite mass and extent at the origin of time, the above relation results in small, minimum solar nebula mass disks over most of the lifetime of the Trapezium cluster. If the initial disk had a power-law surface density out to an initial cuto † radius then the equations r di , above hold for times such that These equations also r d \ r di . predict the evolution of disks that originate in FUVdominated regions. Initially, b \ 1, and the disk size, r d , shrinks with t~2 (a \ 3/2). However, once the disk has shrunk to the FUV-dominated Ñow ceases, and the r d [ r gI , EUV-dominated Ñow (b \ 3/2) provides the disk evaporation. & OÏDell discuss the sharp truncaMcCaughrean (1996) tion at the disk edge. We note that the external photoevaporation model discussed above will quickly evolve power-law density distributions into sharply truncated disks.
Complications
In the above sections, we have concentrated on the interaction of radiation with circumstellar disks. This treatment has ignored the role of the radiation pressure acting on dust and the impact of stellar winds from the Trapezium stars.
Dust entrained in the evaporating gas from the disk readily absorbs ultraviolet photons from h1 Ori C. The radiation pressure imparts momentum that opposes the Ñow powered by the photoheated pressure gradient. Assuming that the gas is completely coupled to the dust, radiation pressure introduces a drag,
where v is the velocity of the Ñow, ergs s~1 is the L * D 1039 luminosity of the illuminating star, p is the cross section per hydrogen nucleus for extinction of ultraviolet photons by dust, and c is the speed of light. The stopping distance for perfectly coupled gas and dust, found by substituting v D where is the stopping distance from the a I
, dv/dr D a I /r D , r D disk surface, and solving is given by equation (45),
For d \ 1017 cm, radiation pressure on dust becomes important since the stopping distance is similar to the ionization front radius, However, for photoionized r D D r IF . gas, the velocity of interest is which results in a v D a II , much larger stopping distance. Therefore, once the neutral Ñow reaches the ionization front, radiation pressure can be ignored. Radiation pressure on grains may inÑuence the appearance and properties of the evaporating sources lying within a projected radius of about 10A cm) of
This simple treatment ignores several important processes. First, the photoablation Ñow diverges, so there is an outward pressure gradient which can produce a signiÐcant force in the Ñow direction once it becomes supersonic (see the Parker wind problem :
Second, Parker 1963 ; Shu 1991). in comparison with HST 182[413 yields v D 3. It is°3, possible that part of the high value for v is due to an overestimate of the cross section for extinction by dust, p, and that dust is depleted or coagulated in the neutral Ñow. Finally, there may not be complete gas-dust coupling, in which case dust may be pushed back and around the disk.
As discussed in there is evidence that the [O III] Paper I, arcs found several arcseconds from evaporating sources lying within 30A of h1 Ori C trace the regions in which the fully ionized outÑow from the evaporating source interacts with the stellar wind from the massive star. et al. Henney describe an interacting wind model that may explain (1996) these arcs.
Though these e †ects are expected to contribute to the large-scale appearance of the ionized gas Ñows that surround an evaporating source, they are not likely to impact in any signiÐcant way the appearance of the region lying within the radius of the ionization front facing h1 Ori C. Therefore, we omit these e †ects and concentrate the analysis on evaporating regions close to the disk (r [ r IF ) where our model is expected to apply.
COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS
The above theoretical formulation presents a general model that can be applied to the external evaporation of disks in the Trapezium region of Orion. In this section we compare the model results with observations obtained with HST . The star-disk system HST 182[413 (HST 10) is used to calibrate parameters of the theoretical model, and the ensemble of extended emission objects found in the Trapezium are used to determine estimated disk quantities.
Hubble Space T elescope Data Acquisition
The HST observations used in this paper are fully discussed in Paper I presents the cycle 4 HST data, Paper I. including a list of objects on the Planetary Camera and Wide Field Camera frames, a table of their observed properties, a discussion of the ionization structure and model Ðtting of the radial intensity proÐle of the ionized gas, a detailed discussion of the 
Calibration with HST 182[413 (HST 10)
We use observations of HST 182[413, one of the largest and best observed star-disk systems with an extended ionized envelope, to calibrate the parameters of the model presented in
In this system, which is nearly 2A in extent,°2. both the ionization front and the disk are clearly seen and well resolved.
Our images of HST 182[413 have an angular resolution of or more than a factor of 2 better than the images 0A .046, presented by & OÏDell In our PC McCaughrean (1996) . images of HST 182[413 the ionization front is (Fig. 8) , teardrop-shaped and roughly centered on an opaque and nearly edge-on disk seen in silhouette. The edge-on disk completely obscures the central star, even at wavelengths as long as 3.8 km (M. J. McCaughrean 1997, private communication) , which implies that the visual extinction to the star is at least 50È100 mag or that cm~2 N(H) Z 1023 for a normal gas-to-dust ratio. The silhouette is resolved along its minor axis over its entire length, which indicates that it is a thick disk with a minor axis full width of about 0.2 times the radius.
The ionization front is well separated from the disk, permitting a good determination of the IF stando † distance. Its shape, however, is not symmetric about a line connecting HST 182[413 to h1 Ori C. The teardropÏs major axis is aligned with the minor axis of the edge-on disk. The Ha surface brightness of the ionization front does reach its greatest value on the side of the object directly facing the Trapezium.
Though the disk is visible as a silhouette in the continuum, in Ha,in [NII] 
Separating these parameters proves difficult and model dependent. The literature et al. et (Churchwell 1987 ; Garay al. contains numerous claims that h1 Ori C produces 1987) more Lyman continuum photons than are used in balancing recombination in the ionized envelopes, presumably because ionized photons are lost due to dust absorption or leak out of the H II region along lines of sight with low density. However, for the present purpose it is acceptable to assume that (recall is the fraction of EUV f r ' 49 D 0. Using v \ 3 as the coefficient for the warm, evaporative Ñow yields a quantitative analysis of the evaporating HST 182[413 star-disk system. The mass-loss rate is found using the theory of and the numerical model described°2.2 in yielding°2.4,
and assuming a standard disk structure (a \ 3/2) and ionization lifetime Myr the surface density at
depend only weakly on a for 1 \a\2 (see eqs. and [38] Computing the surface density at 1 AU, taking [39] ). a \ 3/2, produces &(1 g cm~2. These AU) \ 4.3 ] 103t i5 results indicate that the disk surrounding HST 182[413 is similar to the hypothesized minimum solar nebula disk, a result that will be discussed further in°3.4.
Application to the Ensemble of Evaporating Disks
In this section, we apply the calibration of HST 182[413 to the entire ensemble of evaporating disks. We use measurements of the ionization front stando † distance and the distance from h1 Ori C to estimate the disk size, surface density, mass, and mass-loss rate. Given that the mass lost from the disk must escape from the gravitational potential of the embedded star, disks with should not r d [ 0.5r gI produce signiÐcant neutral evaporation. From the discussion in the minimum size for an FUV-dominated°2, evaporating disk should be of order cm. Any r d D 1014 system with an ionization front size cm will not r IF
[ 1014 produce a signiÐcant separation between disk and IF. Smaller disks might have EUV-dominated evaporation, but then the dominant emission will come from close to the disk surface. Since an HST PC pixel subtends 21 AU, sources having disk dimensions close to this critical value will be unresolved, making a direct determination of the cuto † size for neutral evaporation (and separation of disk from IF) difficult.
While observations of systems with small circumstellar disks are difficult when the disk reaches cm, large r d D 1014 disks and their o †set ionization fronts should be clearly visible in the HST images. However, if there exists a maximum value for the initial surface density coefficient, & 0 (see then at any distance from h1 Ori C, a maximum°2.6), current (remnant) disk size should be found. Using 6 times the minimum solar nebula limit et al. (Hayashi 1985) , &(1 AU) \ 6000 g cm~2, and assuming a \ 3/2, the largest remnant disks remaining after yr were computed at t i \ 105 all distances from h1 Ori C. In the following discussion, we show that the ensemble of star-disk systems observed in OrionÏs Trapezium can be explained by a range of initial disk surface densities bounded above by &(1 AU) D 6000 g cm~2.
plots the ionization stando † radius, versus Figure 9 r IF , distance from h1 Ori C for the ensemble of evaporating star-disk systems in the Trapezium. Objects whose stando † distance is larger than 1 pixel are denoted by stars, while those with an unresolved stando † distance are plotted as plus signs. For reference, HST 182[413 is enclosed in a diamond. Note that the separation distance, d, used in the plot is the measured perpendicular distance between sources and thus underestimates the actual separation by ignoring depth e †ects. This is likely to introduce an error, dd/d D 0.3, which moves each source slightly to the right in the Ðgures.
In order to compare the HST observations with the theory discussed in a set of model runs were computed°2, following and the curves are placed over the ensemble°2.4, data points. The solid lines represent the predicted ionization front o †set with distance from h1 Ori C for disks with radii 1014,2]1014,5]1014,1015, and 2 ] 1015 cm, where we have numerically solved for the combined e †ect of FUV and EUV incident Ñuxes. When the separation between h1 Ori C and the star-disk system is small cm), the (d [ 1017 ionization front reaches to the disk surface, producing the horizontal limits seen for curves on the left edge in Figure 9 This relation follows from the e †ec-(r IF \ r d ).
equation (22) ; tive pressure of the ionized gas at the IF pushes the neutral region into a thin, dense layer. With growing distance, the ionization front moves away from the disk, a result that is more evident for smaller disks. Eventually, at d Z 3 ] 1017 cm, the neutral layer becomes a neutral wind, and the mass- loss rate becomes independent of distance. Kinks occur in the numerical results when the neutral layer grows large enough to support a supersonic disk wind, but the column density is dominated within the shocked layer between the neutral wind and the IF. Beyond this distance, the ionization front varies with producing the upward turn r IF P d2@3, for the curves on the right edge of This relation Figure 9 . follows directly from the analytic result for the (eq. [10]) position of the IF given a constant mass-loss wind.
The dashed line in indicates the position of the Figure 9 ionization front for a maximum surface density disk that has been evaporating for yr. This truncation curve t i D 105 provides a reasonable upper envelope for the data points, while the curve representing cm provides a rear d \ 1014 sonable lower threshold at large distances. At small distances from h1 Ori C, these small disks have ionization fronts that are unresolved in either stando † distance or width. We terminate the Ðgure at cm, since the d Z 1018 FUV Ñux becomes too small to heat the PDR gas signiÐ-cantly beyond this distance.
shows the same analysis determined for the Figure 10 ionization front width, where the relation r w \ 1.3 r IF (eq. has been used. Given that the ionization front width is [28]) easier to measure than the stando † distance, the remainder of the analysis of the ensemble uses calculated from the r IF measured r w . The computed mass-loss rate is plotted in over Figure 11 the grid of constant-sized disks described above. The structure of the evaporating disk models follow closely the analytic theory outlined in and 2.3. Close to h1 Ori C°°2.2 cm), the mass loss is dominated by the (d [ 2.5 ] 1017r d14 1@2 EUV photon Ñux, and for a given disk size, the evaporation rate decreases with distance as d~1
Kinks occur (eq. [23] ). where the warm neutral layer develops a disk wind and the column is dominated by the shocked layer. In the FUVdominated region cm), the (2.5 ] 1017r d14 1@2 cm [ d [ 1018 mass-loss rate tends to the Ðxed value given in the analytic theory (eq. [6]).
Many of the observed sources plotted in fall in Figure 11 the EUV-dominated region near h1 Ori C, but a signiÐcant number fall in the FUV-dominated region. There appears to be an upper cuto † in the observed mass-loss rate. It is possible that star-disk systems once existed beyond this upper bound but have already evaporated to smaller sizes and mass-loss rates. This conclusion is reinforced by the dashed upper envelope curve representing the maximum surface density disks evolutionary position after yr. t i \ 105 plots the computed disk size for each of the Figure 12 observed systems. Close to h1 Ori C, the circumstellar disks appear somewhat smaller than those found at larger distances due to the higher mass-loss rates and hence quicker erosion as predicted in
The dashed line plots the°2.6. radius to which maximum surface density disks would have truncated during yr of evaporation. pret i \ 105 Table 3 FIG. 12.ÈComputed disk sizes for the ensemble of star-disk systems in the Orion Trapezium. Note that a signiÐcant majority of disks lie between the Ðducial values of 1014 and 1015 cm. The evaporating disk model hypothesizes that erosion truncates the disk and thus produces an evolution downward in the diagram. Disks with radii smaller than a critical radius, cm (see text), are no longer able to evaporate, r d \ 0.5r gI D 1014 which perhaps explains the lack of objects observed with small disks. The solid line represents a disk size of 1014 cm, while the dashed line represents the maximum disk size observed if erosion has truncated disks with the maximum surface density proÐle of 6 times the minimum solar mass limit. Figure 10 , disks with cm. Within the inner part of the nebula, r d \ 1014 small disks may not be observed because the IF, coincident with the disk surface, is more compact than the HST PC resolution. However, at large distance, the IF expands away from the disk surface and should be easily observed in the HST images. The lack of small ionized envelopes at large distance from h1 Ori C suggests either that all disks are larger than 1014 cm or that disks smaller than this size are inefficient at evaporation. From the results in we Paper I, estimate that the fraction of low-mass stars with extended emission drops from 80% at the cluster center to 50% near the edge. However, for those systems with extended emission, the sample is complete, provided cm. r IF
Z 3 ] 1014 plots the disk sizes versus ionization front o †set Figure 13 for the evaporating Trapezium star-disk systems. The solid line signiÐes ionization fronts located at the disk surface. The dashed line represents the location of the ionization front for maximum surface density disks. HST 182[413 is among the largest disk sources, providing the resolution required to clearly see the silhouette. The ionization front is also well o †set from the disk, allowing a clear separation of the two components. While other systems have larger fractional o †sets between the disk and the ionization front, none of the other large disks are so well situated. The envelope produced by the maximum surface density evaporation model limits the possible parameter space in which a system like HST 182[413 can exist.
Following the theory set out in presents°2.6, Figure 14 the surface density at the disk edge versus the size of the .6). vations suggests 1 \aD3/2. For consistency, throughout the rest of this paper we continue to use a \ 1.5. Comparison with shows that the solution is not strongly depen-°2.6 dent on 1 \a\3/2. However, it is quite exciting that the observations of this large ensemble, coupled with our model, provide a crude estimate of a.
The surface densities at 1 AU are plotted in Figure 15 
& OÏDell
The directly observed 1994 ; McCaughrean 1996) . sizes of these disks allow for a comparison between the strongly evaporating disks and these relatively quiescent disks, presumably located farther from h1 O r iCo ri na region shielded from the EUV Ñux. The quiescent disks are on average larger than those inferred from the strongly evaporating systems, with radii cm. Since r d Z 1.5 ] 1015 the average disk size for the strongly evaporating systems is cm, the hypothesis that evaporation r d D 3.0 ] 1014 destroys the disk from the outside inward appears reasonable. This hypothesis requires a[0. FIG. 16 .ÈFollowing from the computed disk mass for the cir- Fig. 15 , cumstellar disks in the Orion Trapezium. The factor accounts for the t i5 uncertainty in the evaporation time and its e †ect on the disk mass (see text). The computed masses are consistent with the minimum solar nebula disk mass, observations of disk masses around other young stars, and the detailed disk mass observations performed in the Trapezium (see text). The solid line indicates the smallest disk observable and places a lower envelope around the disk masses. The dashed line produces an upper envelope around the points and represents disks that initially had 6 times the minimum solar nebula surface density.
Estimating masses for the silhouetted disks is very complicated, and & OÏDell only produce McCaughrean (1996) lower limits to the disk mass. The silhouettes are not completely dark, possibly suggesting that the optical depth is small through the disk and allowing a mass determination. However, the observed illumination may actually be scattered light from the embedded star, foreground illumination, or an artifact of the HST point-spread function.
McCaughrean & OÏDell claim that the observations are consistent with "" no Ñux being transmitted through the centers of the disk, ÏÏ but they calculate the absolute lower limit to the disk mass using the observed illumination as a measure of minimum optical depth. In all cases, these lower limit masses are much less than the estimated disk masses given in the preceding section. Therefore, we predict that the disks are, in fact, completely opaque.
Direct measurement of the mass in Trapezium circumstellar disks was attempted by Looney, & Lada Mundy, They concluded that an upper limit to the mass of (1995 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a model for the external UV-induced evaporation of clumps or circumstellar disks and applied this model to the extended ionized sources in OrionÏs Trapezium. Utilizing the energetic radiation from h1 Ori C, we present a scenario in which FUV (6È13.6 eV) and EUV photons heat the surfaces of circumstellar disks surrounding the embedded low-mass stars. The FUV heating produces either a thin, slowly Ñowing neutral layer or a neutral disk wind with a characteristic speed of km s~1. The neutral, T D 1000 K Ñow pen-(1È2)a I D (3È6) etrates the ionization front at a stando † distance, deterr IF , mined by ionization-recombination equilibrium in the ionized Ñow. The ionization front determines the observed size of the extended ionized envelopes.
The model presents a method of probing the evolution of star-disk systems in the Trapezium. After the young lowmass stars were born D106 yr ago, h1 Ori C ionized the region and initiated the external evaporation of the circumstellar disks, apparently yr ago. Through the com-[105 bined action of EUV and FUV photons, the disks were heated, produced thermal winds, and lost material from their surfaces. The most rapid disk erosion occurs for large systems or ones that are close to the Trapezium. 
